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Collection Processing Statistics

We describe an evaluation experiment on GeoTemporal Document Retrieval created for the GeoTime evaluation task of NTCIR 2010. GeoTemporal Retrieval aims at to improve retrieval results using Geographic and Temporal dimensions of relevance. To accomplish
that task, systems need to extract geographic and temporal information from the documents, and then explore semantic relations among those dimensions within the documents. Since this is the first time the task is taking place our aim is to evaluate some basic 
techniques in order to set some research directions of our work. We aim to understand the relevance of temporal and geographic expressions for filtering purposes. The geographic expressions were extracted with Yahoo PlaceMaker and for temporal expressions we 
used the TIMEXTAG system. We experimented techniques using both the overall document and sentence resolutions, as also one mixed approach. We also used a query expansion mechanism in topics with no filters defined. We used the BM25 as retrieval model and
preprocessed the topics with a semi-automatic methodology to create structures that let us create our filters and expansions. We learned that the sentence level is not a very good approach (but we got clues that probably the paragraph context resolution could 
improve the results) and the geographic and temporal expressions base filters had shown good performance.
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LGTE uses the Snowball package from Lucene
to apply stemmers and stop-words.

We index both the text and the headline of the
article in the same field, the headline was
duplicated to increase discriminatory power.

After Sentences parsing we create an index only
for sentences and another for all article content.

We also assign temporal expressions and
geographic places to each one of the sentences
in separated indexes.
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LingPipe system

Sentence1 ::=
… this week…

… Japan …

Sentence 2 ::=                  
… this week…

… Japan …

Text
Processing

Yahoo PlaceMaker recognize and
disambiguate the names of places
and temporal expressions given in
the text, also assigning documents to
the encompassing geo-temporal
scopes that they discuss as a whole.

TimexTag recognize
temporal expressions and
mark them with Timex2
tags. We normalize some of
those tags to Dates of the
format: YYYY[MM[DD]]

LingPipe provide a tool to split
the text into sentences. We
obtained more than 11 million
sentences. Our purpose was to
discriminate fine grained
contextualized information.

Topics Processing

All terms found using the 
previous technique, including 
adverbs in questions, user 
references, places, times, 
places properties and time 
properties, were removed 
from the text fields 
description and narrative and 
placed in filters as 
geographic or temporal terms 
filters. 
In Geographic part of the 
query these terms were 
filtered in belongsTo  index

Places’ names and 
normalized dates 
references not 
considered by the 
previous set of rules 
were removed from the 
terms fields description 
and narrative and placed 
in their own dimensions 
of relevance queries

Other topics like for example topic 

Were considered as restrictions expressions all types 
of references like "city" or "province“ found near the 
text fragments considering user needs:

We defined a question filter of the topic ,the set of all of 
the geographic and temporal expressions which occur 
near an adverb like "what", "where", "when", or the 
group "How long after/before", "How many time 
after/before" (e.g "In what province of China…"). We 
also considered restrictions those expressions 
declaring the user needs like for example "wants to 
find", "would like to know", "which one" and so on. 
Taking as example this topic “wants to know what 
month and year ”, for cases like this we considered 
month and year a restriction on the temporal 
expression type that should be of the kind YYYYMM. 
More examples of the used expressions are: "want to 
know the country ", "want to know the exact date ", "In 
what city ", "In what province of China ", "How long 
after ", etc. 

Results

Official results considering Irrelevant, Relevant and Partial Relevant documents:

Other topics like for example topic 
GeoTime-0014 question about places 
and dates result in a set of filters, For 
such topics we created a set of filters 
including a base filter to remove 
documents without temporal and 
geographic references, what is 
represented with the question mark

We added to this topic the filter 
timeType="any" to consider any kind of 
temporal expression, even unknown ones, in 
terms of normalization. The places Sumatra 
and Sri Lanka were found near a question of 
kind "How long after" so were considered as 
filters

RUNS
All runs used BM25 Similarity Function: 

• INESC-EN-EN-05-DN - Our first run used documents contents index and the base filter to remove 
documents without geographic or temporal expressions.
• INESC-EN-EN-04-DN - Our second run used sentences index and the base filter to remove 
sentences without geographic or temporal expressions. The document position was defined by it first 
sentence in the retrieved list of sentences. Other sentences of that document were ignored.
• INESC-EN-EN-03-DN - Our third run used document content index, the base filter and the filters 
defined in topic processing, or query expansion if no filters were defined. Bellow we detail this run.
• INESC-EN-EN-02-DN - Our fourth run used the sentences index, a base filter to remove sentences 
without geographic or temporal expressions and filters defined in topic processing but at sentence 
level, or query expansion when no filters were defined in the topic.
• INESC-EN-EN-01-DN - Our fifth run used a linear combination of document content and sentences 
indexes. The base filter, the topic filters and the query 

• We also created a complete set of equivalent runs using only the description field in the terms 
dimension, but keeping the filters that were built using the narrative.

Results obtained with Treceval considering partially relevant documents as Relevant. 


